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Abstract

High-speed computer networking, interactive service, and incremental growth for
computing are some of the motivations for developing a distributed system. Despite
the inherent benefits of a distributed system, the development of software support is
more difficult for distributed systems than for sequential systems. In either case,
difficulties may arise from the communication problems between two groups of
people with different backgrounds trying to formulate requirements for the system.
This process depends on feedback and may take many iterations to converge.
Customers can usually recognize the features they need when they start using a
system, which makes prototyping an important tool in requirement analysis.
Many prototyping goals, objectives, and approaches are possible.

Executable

formal specifications are the most attractive one. This unification of specification
and prototyping by having code generators has advantages of providing consistency
and prototyping at higher levels of abstraction. Thus, a methodology for executing
the DOSL (Distributed Object-based Specification Language)
prototype system is developed.

is defined and a

DOSL is extended as a new formal distributed

object-oriented specification language, DOSL-II. DOSL-II is object-oriented rather
than object-based, and includes class, inheritance, simple I/O, stream I/O, concurrent
I/O, and new constructs for object communication.

Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
The current high costs, long development times, and unpredictable quality of
software indicate that there are some difficult problems in software development.
Some of these problems are technical and others involve human factors and
economics. Many of them are linked to difficulties in dealing with uncertain
information, communication problems, and the labor-intensive nature of current
software development practices.
Schedule and cost overruns are common problems in software development. The
effort for constructing a software system is very hard to predict based on

the

functional specifications, because many tasks in the development are unknown at that
stage and small changes in the requirements can lead to a large difference in cost.
Effort is also hard to predict because the ratio between the productivities of the best
and worst programmers in a team can vary by at least a factor of 10 [Luq89]. The
earliest time that accurate estimates (10-20%)

are likely is during architectural

design, when all of the modules to be built have been identified.
Repeated reestimation and rescheduling are often needed as the project proceeds
and more information become available. This process usually requires flexibility in
either schedule, cost, or functionality of the product to be delivered. Such flexibility
is not always provided by contracts for software development. Large systems should
be delivered as a series of relatively small enhancements to a simple kernel system;
this allows the delivery of the system that performs some useful functions in a
reasonable amount of time. Small enhancements can be delivered with less risk of
exceeding the schedule and budget. There is also less risk of the customer's

l
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perceptions of the problem changing so much that the system is obsolete before it is
delivered.
The theory of software engineering is incomplete in the sense that there are no
universal methods that guarantee a working system will appear after a finite number
of steps. In practice, there are usually places where the developer must throw away
the original design and start over. There is rarely enough room in the schedule for
doing that unless the problem is recognized before a large amount of effort has been
invested in the faulty design decision. Current wisdom is to invest heavily in design
reviews early in the project.
The quality of software products has been unstable and difficult to predict,
partially because it is difficult to determine accurate requirements for a software
system. Communication problems are one source for this difficulty. Most customers
can explain the symptoms of their problems, but they have difficulty in understanding
the underlying causes or in explaining what the system must do to solve their
problems. Reaching an agreement between two groups of people with very different
backgrounds and formulating the requirements accurately is a time-consuming
process that depends on feedback, and may take many iterations to converge.
Customers can usually recognize what they need when they start using a sample of
working system, which makes prototyping an important tool in the requirement
analysis.
It is both difficult and expensive to produce high-quality software. One solution to
help alleviate this problem is the use of software engineering environments that
integrate a number of tools, methods and, data structures to provide support for
program development and/or maintenance [Hai85][Sta84]. To summarize, successful
automation of software development depends on research and development efforts,
investment policies, and training.

3

The need for distributed systems is increasing. High-speed computer networking,
interactive service, and incremental growth for computing are among the motivations
for developing
system,

distributed systems. Despite the inherent benefits of a distributed

the development of software support is more difficult for

distributed

systems than for sequential systems. In sections 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5 formal methods,
specification languages, prototyping, and motivation are presented, respectively.
Finally the scope of this research is presented in section 1.6.

1.2 Formal Methods
Formal software specification implies that the specification is expressed in a
notation which is mathematically sound. This means that both the syntax and the
semantics of the specification language should be formally defined so that the
meaning of a specification can be determined by reference to the specification
language definition.
The syntax of the language is usually presented formally in Backus-Naur Form
(BNF); however, the problem of defining the semantics or meaning of the language
constructs is a much more difficult one. There are three distinct approaches to this
problem.

The operational approach: In this approach to semantic definition, an abstract
machine is defined and the language semantics are expressed in terms of abstract
machine operations. This technique has been used to define the semantics of the
programming language PL/1 using a notation called VDL [Pag81]. It has also been
used to define the Distributed Object-based Specification Language (DOSL) [Lee91].
Other descriptions of the operational approach are given by [Ber82][Geh85][Cor90].
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The problem which arises with this approach is that it relies on the operations
of the underlying abstract machine being unambiguous and well understood. Using
an operational model to define semantics simply pushes the problem down a level so
that instead of language semantics the semantics of the abstract machine operations
must be defined.

The denotational approach: The denotational approach

to the

definition of

programming language semantics has its foundations in the lambda-calculus, which is
a calculus of mathematical logic. The fundamental work in applying the lambdacalculus to the definition of programming languages has been carried out by Strachey
and Scott and is described by Strachey and Milne [Str76] and by Stoy [Sto77].
While the operational approach maps programming language constructs onto
abstract machine states, the denotational approach is based on functions which map
constructs onto an abstract value space. The values in this space are mathematical
objects such as integers, truth values and functions, so that mathematical techniques
can be used to reason about their properties.
The denotational approach is the basis for a specification method called the
Vienna Development Method (VDM) which has an associated specification language
called META-IV. It has been suggested that this may be useful in the specification of
large software systems, but the problem is that the associated notation is very
complex [Jon80][Bjo82][Win90].

The axiomatic approach:

The axiomatic

approach to the definition of

programming language semantics has been developed by Hoare [Hoa69]. It is unlike
the denotational or operational approaches in that it is not based on some model
underlying the programming language. Rather, it is founded on the idea that each
programming construct should have associated

axioms which state what may be
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asserted after execution of that construct. These assertions are made in terms of what
is true before execution.
This approach is the foundation for a great deal of work on formal program
verification. However, it does have the disadvantage that axioms for complex
programming language constructs are difficult to devise. The axiomatic approach has
been used to define a subset of Pascal [Wir73] but it is better suited to the definition
of simpler languages than most of today's widely used programming languages.

1.3 Specification Languages
Various specification languages have been developed to specify a specification of
a system concisely and abstractly. A specification language is a very high level,
abstract language. It may or may not be executable. It contains features which can
identify the desired system's behavior, structural properties or/and constraints
formally and abstractly [Win90].
A specification is formal if it is written entirely in a language with an explicitly
and precisely defined syntax and semantics. There are advantages in using formal,
rather

than

informal

specifications.

Formal

specifications

can

be

studied

mathematically while informal specifications cannot. For example, a correct program
can be proven to meet its specifications, or two alternative sets of specifications can
be proven equivalent. Formal specification can also be meaningfully processed by a
computer. Certain forms of inconsistency or incompleteness in the specification can
be detected automatically [Gut75]. Since this processing can be done in advance of
implementation, it can be a valuable aid to program design. In addition, formal
specifications can sometimes be realized automatically, although the resulting
implementation may not be as efficient as one designed by a programmer.
Even in cases where these mathematical tools will not be used, formal
specifications are advantageous. When specifications are used as a communication
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medium among programmers during system design and implementation, it is
essential that the programmers reading a specification all agree on what that
specification means. This is more likely when the specification is formal, for two
reasons. First, there is only one way to interpret a formal specification, because of the
well-defined and unambiguous semantics of the specification language. Second, the
formality of the language encourages greater rigor in the definitions. The formal
specification always can be extended with informal specification as comments. In this
way, the reader can get the idea of the specification quickly and easily, but also have
sufficient information to understand fully what is meant.

1.4 Prototyping
Prototyping is the process of quickly producing a software system that
approximates a proposed system. The prototype exhibits the functional behavior of
the target system, but may not meet all the real-time requirements. Using

the

prototype provides feedback to the software designers as to the suitability of the
system,

and

also

gives

valuable

early

experience

to

future

users

[Red81] [Bal89] [Wan90] [Hek88] [Lew89].
Prototyping results in the early establishment of more complete and correct
requirement and design [Gom81][Luq93][Luq92][Luq88][Zel80][Kal82][Ber90].
The overall effect of a prototype is to make the software development lifecycle more
cost-effective.
Prototyping has a direct impact on the software engineering lifecycle.

Since

prototyping allows users to interact with the system, requirements deficiencies can be
discovered early.
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Figure 1.1 The Prototyping Process

When deficiencies are discovered sooner, time and money are saved.

The

prototyping system is not without cost, of course, but these additional costs at the
beginning of lifecycle will improve requirements definition,

design, and coding

process such that the overall cost is reduced. The prototying process is illustrated in
Figure. 1.1 [Ber90][Luq89][Mye92],

1.5 Motivation
It is widely acknowledged that providing software is both difficult and expensive.
To

help

remedy

this

[Geh86][Gut78][Gut85][Kem83]

situation,
and

many

verifying

methods

for

specifying

[Gut78][Hoa69][Jon80][Loe84]

software have been developed. One partial solution to this problem is the use of
software engineering environments that integrate a number of tools, methods, and
data structures to provide support for program development and/or maintenance

[Laf85][Sta84]. A research environment based on an object-oriented model has been
initiated with the definition of DOSL [Lee9Q]. A formal specification language and
integrated object-based environment for distributed system have been defined. At
this stage there are no existing tools to support

prototyping. In this research we

define a specification environment that supports the prototyping of a distributed
system using an object oriented model. We thus provide an environment that allows
the system designer to work at the specification level [Dol90]. A prototyping
environment

provides the possibility for exploring numerous

example, we can

develop a library of

techniques. For

objects that can be verified using the

prototyping tools and then saved for future reuse. DOSL models can be tested
using the prototype techniques.

1.6 Scope of Research
We have presented the need for an integrated software development that includes
a formal specification language and a prototyping system. Requirement documents
often use natural language which is imprecise and ambiguous. Formal specification
languages provide notations which can give unambiguous descriptions of the
specifications. Formal specifications aim to increase the quality and reliability of
software products by better being able to detect and correct conceptual flaws. In
addition to the formal specification language, a prototype system that can execute the
formal specification language provides a better environment to detect ambiguous
problem. If the formal specification language is object-oriented, then the specifiers
can define a system as a set of modules which provide services. The object-oriented
specification encourages the development of reusable modules.
This research was initiated by a study of the formal Distributed Object-based
Specification

Language (DOSL), an object based formal specification language.

The focus of this research is to:
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1) modify DOSL specification from an object-based to an object-oriented;
2) extend the definition of the DOSL to include the definition of class;
3) provide necessary constructs to support the inheritance and object communication;
4) introduce standard Input/Output (I/O), stream and concurrent I/O;
5) define a methodology for executing DOSL; and
6) develop a prototype system that executes DOSL specification language.
An object-oriented specification language is a specification language that is
object-based while also maintaining the idea of inheritance. DOSL is an object-based
language that does not support inheritance.
The outline of this dissertation is as follows. In Chapter 2, related works are
discussed. The DOSL extensions are given in Chapter 3 where we present an
overview of DOSL, and the formal definition of the class object of DOSL-II. We
also show a sample problem

in DOSL-II using class object and inheritance. In

sections

new I/O constructs and discuss general problems

3.5 , we present

associated with concurrent I/O. Concurrent I/O support for DOSL-II is presented
and an example is given in section 3.11. In section 3.6, we introduce new
communication constructs for DOSL-II, and an example is given in section 3.7. The
methodology for executing DOSL-II is introduced in Chapter 4 where an overview
of ACT++ along with an example of concurrent I/O in ACT++ is presented. In
section 4.3 we have introduced a methodology for executing DOSL-II specification
languages. We also have discussed LR(1) parsing algorithm and introduced a series
of procedures which recognizes the DOSL-II specification language according to its
syntax and then transforms it into ACT++ code.

DOSL-II constructs and its

transformation code in ACT++ are presented in section 4.6. In Chapter 5 the testing
of the transformation process for the prototyping system is described. Finally, the
summary and future research are presented in Chapter 6.

Chapter 2
A Specification Environment That Supports the
Prototyping of Distributed Systems
2.1 Introduction
Large system development such as distributed systems requires a proper problem
understanding and requirements
complete

requirements

exist

statement
and

before costly development starts. If

developers

completely

understand

those

requirements, then they can more easily develop the correct system; however,
requirements evolve and change over time.
Traditional approaches generally result in misunderstandings in the analysis stage
being propagated to mistakes in the final system [Bis89]. The fixing of faults in the
latter stages of the development lifecycle is expensive. Application prototyping is an
alternative

to

reduce

the

development

errors

and

thus

the

cost

[Asu93][Did93][Kor93][Deh93][kor92], Prototyping encourages the customers to
take an active part in the development process and increase the likelihood that the
final system will be validated to meet the customers' needs.
Many prototyping goals, objectives, and approaches are possible [Luq93][Luq92].
Executable formal specifications are the most attractive one. This unification of
specification and prototyping by having code generators has advantages of providing
consistency and prototyping at higher levels of abstraction.
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2.2 Related Works
2.2.1 Related Actor-Based Concurrent Languages
The main focus of this research is i) to define an executable model for Distributed
Object-based Specification Language (DOSL) [Lee91]; and ii) to expand DOSL to
support inheritance and concurrent I/O. A brief discussion of actor-based concurrent
languages is presented below.
The actor model of concurrent computation was first introduced by Hewitt
[Hew77] and extended by many others [Bak77][Atk79]. More recently, [Agh86] has
extended the actor model with a small number of powerful primitives. An actor has
its own mail box where messages are queued. The behavior of an actor, called a
script, performs an actions according to the message sent to it. The actor model
provides "inherent concurrency" which means that the concurrency aspects are
expected by the structure of programs [Agh86]. Since the introduction of the actor
model,

many languages have been proposed for programming concurrent

computation using actors.
ABCL/1 (An object-based Concurrent Language 1) is intended to serve as an
experimental programming language to construct software in the framework of
object-based concurrent programming. It is also intended to serve as an executable
language for modeling and designing various parallel and /or real-time systems. Thus
ABCL/1 also serves as a language for rapid prototyping [Yon90]. Furthermore, the
application domains include AI fields. This language is also an executable thoughttool for developing the paradigm for distributed problems solving. ABCL/1 is
designed for describing distributed algorithms and modelling various types of
distributed systems. They are three different message passing types: past, now, and
future. The past and future types are similar to asynchronous message passing and
the now is close to synchronous message passing. The computation model and an

12

overview of ABCL/1 are found in [Yon86].

Like other actor-based languages,

ABCL/1 modifies the actor [Agh86] semantics to conform with the requirements of
the application domain. The significant modifications are:

a.

Messages between two actors are ordered.

b.

"Express" messages allow preemption.

c.

Both remote procedure call and future style message passing are provided.

Act-1 [Lie87] is a Lisp-based language developed at MIT. In this language, the
primitive mechanisms of Lisp are presented as actors. Sharing of abstraction is
supported through a delegation mechanism. Highly parallel and distributed artificial
intelligence applications are supported by the use of the actor model. Concurrency in
Act-1 is generated by the use of futures and restricted by the use of serializers and
guardians. The use of serializers and guardians achieves the effect of the mail queue
mechanism of Agha's actor model. However, the reusability issue is not addressed by
Act-1.
The Actra language [Bar87] is used at Carleton University. This language
pioneered the application of object-oriented techniques in embedded, real-time
systems. Actra is implemented as an extension of Smalltalk. A class is added to the
Smalltalk hierarchy that implements the basic actor abstraction. The actor abstraction
in DOSL and Actra are quite different. First, the Actra's actor interface is fixed.
Second, Actra's message passing semantics are synchronous (unbuffered), while
those of DOSL's message passing semantics are both synchronous and asynchronous.
One final difference between Actra and DOSL is the intended architecture. Actra
uses a shared memory multiprocessor while DOSL is intended for use in a non
shared memory distributed environment.
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A related but independent language is Actalk [Bri89], a small language kernel
built into Smalltalk-80. Actalk is intended for classifying and simulating actor
languages using a single framework. The approach used in Actalk for creating
"activeness" is very close to that of DOSL-II.
ACT++ [Kaf90][Kaf88][Kaf89] is a programming environment in which
concurrent programs can be written in C++. The current ACT++ design extends
C++ [Str86] with a class hierarchy which provides the abstraction of the actor model
of concurrency. The primary design goal of ACT++ is to support software reusability
through the class inheritance of an object-oriented language. The objects interface in
ACT++ are replaceable. Like DOSL, ACT++ is intended for use in non-shared
memory distributed environment.

ACT++ will be discussed in more detail in

Chapter 4.

2.2.2 Related Executable Specification Languages
Many formal specification language have been previously proposed, designed, or
put into use [Aue86][Ber87][Gut78][Gut80][Geh85][Gom81][Hen86][Lee91]; they
can be either formally based or informal to incorporate natural language and
graphics. The formally based methods can be roughly divided into model-oriented ,
axiomatic, and property-oriented approaches [Gut78], although languages that
combine the two methods have also been proposed [Gut85]. Model-oriented
specification language stress the internal behavior of the system while the propertyoriented language emphasize the specification of constraints of a system. DOSL
primarily follows the model-oriented approach, but it also uses the property-oriented
approach to specify the system constraints.
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PLEASE [Rob89] is an executable specification language that supports program
development by incremental refinement. PLEASE is a model-oriented approach; in
other words, components are described in terms of predefined types and operations.
PLEASE is part of the ENCOMPASS environment that provides automated support
for all aspect of the software development process. A PLEASE specification is
transformed into a prototype that uses Prolog to "execute" pre- and post condition. In
contrast, a DOSL specification is transformed into a prototype system that uses
ACT++ to "execute" DOSL.
The formal specification languages which have been developed to specify the
behavior of distributed systems include CSP [Hoa85], CCS [Mil80], DOSL [Lee91],
and Unity in the model-oriented approach. LOTOS [Eij89] and Lamport's transition
axiom [Lam89] are examples of the property-oriented approach.

The formal

specification languages for sequential systems include VDM [Jon80], Z [Spi88],
Larch, and OBJ.

With the exception of OBJ and DOSL,

none of the above

specifications are executable. Two representative specification languages, CSP for
distributed and Z for sequential environments, are described below.
Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) is a language framework for
concurrent programming which is suitable for distributed environments [Hoa85]. The
following concepts are central to the language.
a. A CSP program consists of a fixed number of sequential processes that
are mutually disjoint in address space.
b. Communication and synchronization are accomplished through the input
and output constructs.
c. The sequential control structure is based on Dijkstra's guarded command
[Dij75].
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The Z (pronounced Zed, not Zee) is a formal specification language developed at
the University of Oxford [Spi89]. Z is based on typed set theory because sets are
mathematical entities whose semantics are formally defined. However, it includes a
number of constructs which specifically support formal system specification. The
developers of Z

recognized the importance of both presentation and specification

reuse. Z allows specifications to be highlighted graphically and integrated with other
specifications.
Formal specifications can be difficult and tedious to read, especially when they
are presented as large mathematical formulae. Z specifications are normally
presented in small, easy to read chunks (called schemas) which are distinguished
from associated commentary using graphical highlighting.

2.2.3 Related Prototyping Languages
A number of different high-level languages have been used for prototyping. In

this section, a number of

prototype languages are presented along with a

recommendation for the most appropriate application domain where these languages
can be applied. However, the domains suggested are not exclusive and the languages
may be used for prototyping other classes of application system. These prototype
languages includes LISP (based on list structures), Prolog (based on logic),
Smalltalk (based on objects), C++ (based on objects), APL (based on vectors), and
SETL (based on sets). They are useful prototyping languages because their dynamic

features mean that rapid system development is possible. We also include widespectrum languages which combines a number of paradigms.
One of the most powerful prototyping systems for user interfaces is the Smalltalk
[Gol83]. Smalltalk is an object-oriented programming language which is tightly
integrated with its environment. This environment includes a graphical user interface.
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Most system interaction is via menus, where selections are made by pointing with a
mouse. C++ is an object-oriented programming language with a rich library. An
object-oriented programming languages such as C++ and Smalltalk are excellent
prototyping languages for two reasons:
1. The object -oriented nature of the language means that systems developed in
the language are resilient to change. Rapid modification of the system is possible
without unforeseen effects on the rest of the system.

2.

All of the objects defined perviously are available to the programmer. Thus,

a large number of reusable components are available which may be incorporated in a
prototype under development.
A class of programming languages which has been proposed as programming
languages are so-called multiparadigm programming languages. Example of such
languages are Gist [Bal82], EPROL [Hek88], and LOOPS [Ste86]. Most languages
are based on a single paradigm. For example, LISP is based on functions and lists,
Prolog is based on facts and logic. By contrast, a multiparadigm language is a
programming language which combines a number of paradigms rather than a single
paradigm. It may include objects, logic programming, and imperative constructs.
Although there has been a good deal of interest in such languages, the practical
problems of developing efficient implementations have meant that few commercial
language products are available.
Gist and its commercial derivative REFINE [Smi85] are perhaps the most
developed multiparadigm language. Gist is a non-deterministic language in which the
user writes a formal, executable, specification of the system to be prototyped. This
specification is refined by the user with automated assistance to produce an
executable system prototype. Gist incorporates concepts from logic programming,
functional programming

and

imperative

programming

languages.

implementation of the system is generated by the Gist processor.

A

LISP
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As an alternative to using a multiparadigm language, a mixed-language approach
to prototype development may be adopted. Different parts of the system are
programmed in different languages and a communication framework is established
between the parts. Zave [Zav89] describes this approach to development in the
prototyping of a telephone network system. Four different languages are used: Prolog
for database prototyping, Awk [Aho88] for billing, CSP [Hoa85] for protocol
specification, and PAISLey [Zav86] for performance simulation.
There is no single ideal language for prototyping large systems as different parts
of the system are so diverse. The advantage of a mixed-language approach is that the
most appropriate language for the logical part of the application can be chosen, thus
speeding up prototype development. The disadvantage is that it is may be difficult to
establish a communication framework which allow multiple languages to
communicate.
The goal is to have a rapid, and correct development of complex system. In this
Chapter, related works concerning actor-based concurrent languages, executable
specification languages and prototype languages have been discussed.

In Section

2.2.1 on actor-based concurrent languages, we presented the concept of an actor as a
model of concurrency and placed DOSL and DOSL-II in that category. We then
compare the features of ABCL/1 with Act-1, Actra, Actalk, and ACT++.

In

Section 2.2.2 the executable specification PLEASE was compared with DOSL and
other formal specification languages, namely, CSP, LOTOS, Unity and Z. Finally,
in Section 2.2.3 we have summarized a number of different high-level languages that
have been used for prototyping and suggest their application domain.

Chapter 3
DOSL Extensions
3.1 Introduction
The overall goal of this research is to extend DOSL from an object-based to an
object-oriented specification language, and to expand the environment for software
development of distributed systems by extending the support for DOSL to include a
prototyping system.
In this Chapter we present the extensions of the DOSL specification language to
support class, inheritance, concurrent I/O and communication constructs. Once a
class has been defined, any number of objects of that class are easily created.
Designers and programmers are thus encouraged to reuse code by defining general
purpose classes and to use them in many different application. A new class can be
derived from one or more existing classes and can inherit some or all of their
properties. This further encourages code reuse because classes derived from a general
purpose class can be customized as needed for each particular application. The
benefits of inheritance include reusability, code sharing and consistency of interface.
In DOSL, a detailed inheritance mechanism is not included. Also, the DOSL
specification language does not provide facilities for input or output. In the following
section we present an overview of DOSL, and we then define the formal definition of
the class object of DOSL-II. We also show a sample problem in DOSL-II using
class object in section 3.8 and inheritance in section 3.9. In sections 3.5 , we present
new I/O constructs and discuss general problems associated with concurrent I/O. In
section 3.5.5, concurrent I/O support for DOSL-II is presented and an example is
given in section 3.11. In section 3.6, we introduce new communication constructs for
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DOSL-II, and an example is given in section 3.7. Finally, we present the formal
definition for all extended constructs in section 3.10.

3.2 An Overview of DOSL
The Distributed Object-based Specification Language (DOSL) is defined by Lee
[Lee91]. The primary features of DOSL are message-passing constructs, data
abstraction, concurrency, nondeterministic execution patterns, object constraints
using temporal logic, and message priority.
The formal definition of syntax of DOSL is presented below in extended BackusNaur Form.
<parallel-module>: :=<dist-module> I <dist-modulexparallel-module>
<dist-module>::=<module> I <module> <par-op> <module>
<module> ::= ObjectModule :: <object>
<definition-section>
<constraint-section>
<body-section>
End
<definition-section>:: Definition is
type
: <type>
class
: <object-list>
visible : <object-list>
variable : <declaration-sequence>
method <method-declaration>
<type> ::=active I passive
<object-list> ::= <object> I <object> <object-list>
<object> ::= [<identifier>]
<delcaration-sequence> ::= <delcaration>
I <delcaration> <delcaration-sequence>
<declaration> ::= <identifier> {:=<data-type>} ;
<data-type> ::=integer I real I string I boolean I <array-type>
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<array-type> ::= array [integer..interger] of <data-types>
<method-declarations> ::= <method>
I <method> <method-declaration>
<method> ::=method <identifer> ( ) : <op-sequence> —> <retum-value>
<op-sequence> ::= <identifer> {x <identifier> }
<retum-value> ::= nil I <identifier>
<constraint-section> ::=constraints
<logic-exp-sequence> I O
<logic-exp-sequence> ::= <templogic-exp>
I <templogic-exp> <logic-exp-sequence>
<templogic-exp> ::= {<temp-op>} (<logic-expression>);
<temp-op> ::= _ (always) I O (next) I (eventually) I —> (until)
<par-op> ::= II
<logic-expression> ::=<sexpression> <relational-operator> <sexpression>
<sexpression> ::=<term> I <signed-term> I <additive-expression>
<term> ::=<factor> I <multiplying-expression>
<factor> ::=<variable> I <string> I <number> I <bracked-expression>
I <not-expression>
<bracked-expression> ::= (<expression>)
<not-expression> ::= <factor>
<relational-operator> ::= I = I < I > I <= I >=

<string> ::= <letter> I <letter> <string>
<number> ::= <integer> I <real-num>
<signed-term> ::= <sign> <term>
<multiplying-expression> ::= <sexpression> <multiplying-ops> I <sexpression>
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<multiplying-ops> ::= * I / I
<additive-expression> ::= <sexpression> <adding-ops> <sexpression>
<adding-ops> ::= +1 - I
<sign> ::= +1 <body-section> ::= Body is
<declaration-method>
<declaration-method>

<method-exp>
I <method-exp> <declaration-method>

<method-exp> ::= (=><n> [:<identifer> {<iden-list>)}]
{when <logic-exp-sequence>);
begin
<statement-sequence>
I <guardcommand-sequence>
end)
{;;}

<n> ::=<digit>
<iden-list> ::=<identifier> I <identifer> <iden-list>
<statement-sequence> ::= <statement>
I <statement> <statement-sequence>
<statement> ::= skip I abort I stop
I <assignment-statement>
I <communication-statment>
I <if-statement>
I <while-statement>
<assignment-statement> ::= <identifier> := <expression>;
<communication-statement> :=
{<temp-op>} ({<identifier> :=} (<object> <=[:<identifier> {(<iden-list>)}]));
<if-statment> ::=if <condition> then <statement-sequence>
else <statement-sequence> fi
<while-statement> ::= while <condition> do <statement-sequence> od
<guardcommand-sequence> ::= <gcommand>[
<guard-sequence> ]
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<gcommand> ::=select I repeat
<guard-sequence> ::= <guarded-command>
I <guarded-command> <guard-sequence>
<guarded-command> ::= <condition> —> <statement-sequence>
{[]}
<condition> ::= <logic-expression>
I <logic-expression> <condition>
<integer> ::= <digit> I <digit> I <integer>
<real-num> ::= <integer> [. {integer> }] [E [<sign>] <integer>]
<identifier-list> ::=<identifier> I <identifier> <identifier-list>
<identifier> ::= <letter> <ident>
<ident> ::= <letter> I <digit>
I <letter> <ident> I <digit> <ident>
<letter> ::= A I B I .... I ZI a I b I c I ... I z
<digit>

0 I1I2I3I4I5I6I7I8I9

A DOSL specification language consists of object modules that communicate
with one another via a message passing mechanism. Figure 3.1 shows an object
module skeleton.
In DOSL each object module has its own process. The visible part of the definition
identifies those object names that have access rights to the operations of this object.
The variable section is used to define private variable(s) of an object.
The Methods section specifies how the visible object can call this object and the
Constraints section enforces the existing constraints on the object and its operation.
The implementation details of each operation provided by an object are done in the
section preceded by Body is.
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O bjectM odule:: [objectname]
Definition is
type
passive or active
class
this slot is open, DOSL does not support class or inheritance
visible list the object(s) name that are visible to this object module
variable
define private variable(s) of the object
Methods
an object operation is defined in terms of signatures.
Constraints
specifies the constraints on the object in form of temporal logic.
Body is
(=>P[:method-name]
begin
statement;
statement;
statement
end)
>!
more method-name

End.

Figure 3.1 An Object Module Skeleton.

Temporal operators and temporal logic expressions are used to specify
communication patterns among objects as well as constraints on objects of DOSL.
The temporal operator symbols and their meaning are as follows:
_ : always true in future
O : the next state is true
A : sometimes or eventually true in future
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When

the above temporal operator precedes the communication statement, it

indicates the type of message passing methods. The operators _ and A are used to
specify on asynchronous message passing method, where O is used to represent a
synchronous message passing method. For example, suppose an object X wants to
send a message to an object Y. It can be done in three different ways:
1. An object X sends a message to an object Y and continues its execution without
expectation of any response from object Y.

In this case, the operator _ is used by

object X, and the method is asynchronous.
2. An object X sends a message to an object Y and continues its operation with an
expectation that

eventually, in the future, it will receive a response from an object

Y. This method is also called asynchronous, but the operator A is used by an object
X.
3. When the operator O is used by an object X to send a message to an object Y,
the execution of an object X is suspended until an acknowledgement is received
from an object Y. This method is called synchronous message passing.

3.3 Definition of Object-Oriented Extensions to DOSL
DOSL is extended to support class object and inheritance as follows:
<definition-section> :: Definition is
type
: <type>
class
: <object-iist>
visible
: <object-list>
variable
: <declaration-sequence>
method <method-declaration>
<object-list> :: <object> I <objectxobject-list>
<object-list>:: [<identifier>] I <class-specifier>
cclass-specifier> :: <class-head > { <member-list> }
<class-head>
:: class <identifier> I class <base-spec>
<base-spec>
:: '.public <identifier> I :/jmYtf<?<identifier>
<member-list> :: protected: <declaration-sequence> <object-operation>
Ipublic : <declaration-sequence> <object-operation>
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<object-operation> :: <identifier> ( <identifier-list>)
kidentifier> (<identifier-list>);<object-operation>
<declaration-sequence>:: <declaration>
kdeclaration>, <declaration-sequence>
<identifier-list> :: <identifier> I <identifier> , <identifier-list>

3.4 Semantics of the Class and Inheritance Features
3.4.1 Class
A class is the direct extension of the notion of an abstract data type; it is a
template from which objects can be created. Every object is an instance of some
class. Objects that have the same set of operations and the same state representations
are considered to be of the same class.
The keyword class is used to declare a class. The keywords protected and
public are used to declare some members protected and others public. All
declarations following one of these keyword are protected or public, respectively,
until another such keyword is encountered. For example a class account is declared
as follows:
class account {
protected :

balance : real:
rate
: real;

public:
account ( bal, pent);
deposit ( amt);
withdraw ( amt);
compoundO;
getbalanceQ;

With this declaration, the instance variable balance and rate are protected; attempts
to manipulate their values directly are disallowed. Member functions, on the other
hand, are public, so they can be called.

The constructor is a member function that

returns an initialized object and has the same name as the class name. To allow
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initialization while preserving data hiding a constructor to the class declaration of
account is added. For example the following statement:
account acetone (1000.0,0.6);
declares acetone as an account object with a balance of 1000.0 and a periodic
percentage rate of 0.6.
To allow inheritance, a new class can be defined by extending or modifying an
existing class. In this case, the new class is called a derived class and the parent class
is called a base class. For example, in Figure 3.2 the derived class for savings
accounts is declared as follows:
class savacct : public account {
protected :
rate
: real;
public:
savacct ( bal, pent);
withdraw ( amt);
compound();
};

In declaring a class, inheritance is specified by following the class name by a colon
and a list of base classes; for single inheritance, this list names only one base class
(account).

account

chkacci

savacct

tim eacct

Figure 3.2 The Class Hierarchy.
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Each base class is specified as private or public by preceding its name in the
base-class list with the appropriate keyword.
If a base class is public, the public members of the base class are also public
members of the derived class. Thus users of the derived class can refer to public
members defined in the base class. If the base class is private, however, the public
members of the base class become private members of the derived class. They can be
accessed by member functions of the derived class, but they are not accessible to
users of the derived class.
Generally, a public base class is used if we want the public member functions of
the base class to also be available to users of the derived class. A private base class is
used if we need to provide a different set of functions for users of the derived class
and want to block access to the functions defined in the base class. In class savacct,
class account is designated as a public base class so that the public member functions
deposit ( ) and getbalance ( ) , defined for account, are also be available to users of
savacct.
The accessibility of members inherited by a derived class depends on their
accessibility in the base class and on whether the base class is private or public.
Protected and public members of public class are inherited as, respectively, protected
and public members of the derived class. Protected and public members of a private
base class are inherited as private members of the derived class.
Note that a member inherited from a public base class has the same protected or
public status in the derived class that it had in the base class. If all base classes in the
hierarchy are public, then a class member declared as protected or public will retain
that status in any class that inherits it; this is true regardless of whether the member is
inherited directly from the class that defined it or indirectly from another class that
also inherited it.
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3.4.2 Inheritance
Inheritance allows a new class to be defined by extending or modifying one or
more existing classes; the new class is called a derived class and the parent

classes

are its base classes. A derived class can itself serve as a base class for other derived
classes, enabling us to build hierarchies of classes related by inheritance . These four
classes of account can be arranged in a class hierarchy as shown in Figure 3.2. At
the top of the hierarchy is account, from which the other three classes are derived
either directly or indirectly. Class account is not useful by itself, but is intended only
as a starting point (base class) for deriving more specialize account classes. Both

savacct and chkacct are extensions of account and so are derived directly from it.
Class timeacct defines modified form of savings account and so is derived from

savacct.
In Figure 3.2, each arrow connects a base class to a derived class; the direction of
the arrow is the opposite direction of inheritance. Note that account serves as a base
class for both savacct and chkacct, and savacct is both a derived class of account
and the base class of timeacct.
Inheritance encourages reusability by allowing the use of existing classes as
foundations on which new classes can be build. Single inheritance occurs when a
derived class has only one base class and multiple inheritance occurs when a drived
class has several base classes.
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3.5 Input/Output Extensions
Designing and implementing a standard input/output facility for a language is
difficult. It is even more difficult to provide an input/output (I/O) facility for a
nontrivial language such as DOSL, that requires concurrent I/O and has many userdefined types and classes.

The DOSL specification language does not provide

facilities for input or output.

As a part of this research, we have added

I/O

constructs to the DOSL-II specification language. These extensions support both
standard I/O and concurrent I/O. In the following sections, the syntax and semantics
of each construct are given along

with an example. Also,

problems related to

concurrent input and output are discussed.

3.5.1 Standard Input/Output
The doslin and doslout are implemented for DOSL-II as standard input and output
statements respectively with the following syntax:
doslin(argument-list);
doslout(argument-Iist);
The aurgument list is a quoted string followed by list of variable separated by
comma. The quoted string contains a field descriptor, such as, %d, %s, %f, %c
that will read/write integer, string, floating point, and character respectively.

In

addition, the control character "\n" causes the printer to skips to a new line. For
example the statement,
doslout("line

1 \n line

2 \n line

3\n"):

will print
line
line
line
where

1
2
3

doslout("line...lline...21ine...3"); prints line....lline

21ine.......3
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3.5.2 Stream Input/Output
The stream I/O facilities provided for DOSL-II are exclusively concerned with
the process of converting typed objects into sequences of characters, and vice versa.
There are other models for I/O, but this one is fundamental; and many forms of
binary I/O can be handled by considering a character as simply a bit pattern and
ignoring its conventional correspondence with the alphabet. The key problem for the
programmer is then to specify a correspondence between a type object and an
essentially untyped string. We have provided DOSL-II with three standard stream
I/O constructs. They are din, dout, and derr used for input, output, and standard
error output stream, respectively. We also adopt two operators, «
C++. The input operator »

and » , from

means "get from" and the output operator «

means

"put to". The following examples shows how each construct works.
The standard input stream din and an extraction operator, » , are used for
extracting values from the stream and storing them in variables. If din is not
explicitly redirected, the input will come from the user's keyboard. The type of a
variable in DOSL-II determines the type of the input value. Thus

n : real;
din » n;
read a real value into variable n and
x : integer;
din » x;
read an integer value into variable x and
s : string;
d o u t« "p assw o rd :";
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din » s;
prints "password: " without the quotation marks and reads the string value into
variable s from the same line. Note that the extraction and insertion operators »
«

and

each point in the direction of dataflow, either away from or toward the stream.

The stream I/O allows the programmer to put out a sequence of objects in a single
statement, for example,

derr « "x = " «

x « '\n';

where derr is the standard error output stream. So, if x is an integer with the value
130, this statement would print

x = 130
and a newline onto the standard error output stream. The precedence of «
than arithmetic operators. This
parentheses. For example:

is lower

allows using arithmetic expressions without

dout « "a*b+c" « a*b+c « 'W ;

prints a*b+c followed by the value of an expression.

3.5.3 Problems With Concurrent Input/Output
The implementation and performance of concurrent I/O on a system encounters
the following problems:

1. The interference between concurrent sequences of I/O operation directed at the
same file;
2. The complexity of avoiding the blocking effects of low-level I/O system calls;
and
3. The consistency of the interpretation of I/O commands executed in different
process contexts.
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The first problem is inherent to concurrent computation and is simply another
instance of the general problem of interference among concurrent activities over their
access to shared resources. UNIX ensures I/O calls are non-preemptive, that is, if I/O
is initiated by a process on a file descriptor, the corresponding file table entry will
remain locked until the I/O is complete. But in between system calls, there is no such
locking available. As a result, different interleaved executions of I/O calls might
lead to different results in different executions of the same program. The solution
suggested to this problem is to do I/O from a critical section or to use an I/O server
to do all I/O. Neither solution reduces the burden on the user. In the case of the
server, the user must define the server and make sure the server does not become a
performance bottleneck. In the case of using critical sections, there is no concept of
encapsulation. The user is in charge of all locks and unlocks of the critical sections,
which may easily introduces an errors to the system. Using an I/O server is somewhat
more attractive because a server encapsulates all low level operations and provides
high level abstractions for the user.
The second problem is the complexity of avoiding the blocking effects of lowlevel I/O system calls. The I/O features available in UNIX are a set of system calls
like, read, write, open, and close, which perform I/O using a unique identifier called
the file descriptor. The read and write system calls are blocking calls. This means that
if the I/O is not possible immediately when the system call is made, the process
making the I/O call will be interrupted and placed on hold until I/O is possible. As a
result of the blocking nature of the I/O calls, applications doing real-time monitoring
of the external world might miss important external events if all the processes that
were running the application block on I/O.
UNIX also provides non-blocking asynchronous I/O facilities for terminals and
sockets. But there is no construct that hides the details for doing asynchronous I/O.
That is, to perform asynchronous I/O the user must do the following:
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1. Write a signal handler for the SIGIO signal that the operating system will
deliver to the process when the I/O is ready,
2. Set up the file descriptor for asynchronous I/O by using a special option of the
fcntl system call, and
3.

Identify the process or process group to which the SIGIO signal will be

delivered.

The third problem is the consistency of file descriptors across processes. The file
descriptors are reference to a process specific table called a file descriptor table.
Thus, a file descriptor is meaningful only in the context of the single process in
which it was created. In the case of multiprocess the run time system must ensure
that a thread that executes for example an open call on a particular process is
scheduled to run on the same process throughout its lifetime.

3.5.4 DOSL-II, Concurrent Input/Output
The following concurrent I/O constructs are added to DOSL-II based on the
prototype system (see Chapter 4):

readsc (fname, actor name, buffername);
readasc(fname, actorname, buffername);
writesc(fname, actorname, buffername);
writeasc(fname, actorname, buffername);

The readsc and readasc construct are provided for the concurrent Read
operation synchronously or asynchronously . It takes three arguments, fname for the
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device name, actorname and buffername to name the actor and the buffer for the
Read operation. Similar constructs are offered for the Write operation. They system
prototype hides the details of these operations and thus provides DOSL-II with a
higher I/O abstraction. Making the abstractions executable offers a powerful form of
software prototyping( see Section 3.11).

3.6 DOSL-II, Communication Constructs
In this section, we include new communication constructs in DOSL-II. A
request message is used for sending a request to another actor. A request message
consists of the name of the method to be executed by the receiving actor and
arguments for invoking the method. A request message is send by the following send
construct:

send(argumentl, argument!,...);
The send construct needs the Mbox (the mail queue) of the receiver and the
message to be sent. Request messages are buffered in the mail queue (Mbox) of the
receiving actor. An actor can refer to its own Mbox using the pseudo variable s e l f .
Each actor can process only one request message in the Mbox.
If the sender of a request wants to receive the result of the method invocation, it
may provide a Cbox (the repository of reply messages is called a Cbox) name (see
Figure 3.10) in the request message.

The following reply construct is used to

transmit a reply message containing the result:

reply(aurgument-list);
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The name of a Cbox specified in a request message is called the reply destination
[Yon87]. Since an actor knows the reply destination when it reads a request message,
the reply destination needs not be explicitly provided by the programmer in the reply
construct. If the sender, A, does not provide its own Cbox in a request message, a
reply forwarding occurs. The reply is not delivered to the actor A. It is delivered to
the actor who sent the current request message being processed by the actor A .
An actor can read from Cbox using the following receive construct:

receive(aurgument-list);

If a reply is available in the Cbox, it is immediately delivered to the actor. Otherwise,
the receive operation blockes the caller until a reply arrives.

3.7 Definition of New Constructs
In this section we present a formal definition of DOSL extensions for the Standard
Input/Output, Stream Input/Output, Concurrent Input/Output, and Communication
constructs in extended Backus-Naur Form as follows:
<statement-sequence> ::= <statement>
I <statement> <statement-sequence>
<statement> ::= skip I abort I stop
I <assignment-statement>
I <if-statem ent
I <while-statement>
I <inputoutput-statement>
I <communication-const>
<inputoutput-statement> ::= <standardio> I <streamio> I <concurrentio>
<standardio> ::= doslin ( <identifier-list> ) ; I doslout ( <identifier-list>);
<identifier-list> ::=<identifier> I <identifier> , <identifier-list>
<identifier> ::= <letter> <ident> I <qstring >
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<ident> ::= <letter> I <digit>
<qstring> ::=" <string>"
<string> ::= <letter> I <letter> <string>
<streamio> ::= din <argument-list> ; I dout <argument-list> ; I derr <argument-list>;
<argument-list> ::= <argument> I <argument> <argument-list>
<argument> ::= «

<identifier-list>

<concurrentio-statement> ::= readsc ( <identifier-list>);
I readasc ( <identifier-list> );
I writesc ( <identifier-list> );
I writeasc ( <identifier> );
<communication-const> ::= send ( <identifier-list>); I receive ( identifier-list> );
I reply ( <identifier-list>) ;

3.8 Example of Class Feature
Figure 3.3 shows a program written in DOSL-II for computing the amount in a
bank account after a given number of months. Interest is compounded monthly and a
fixed amount is deposited at the beginning of each month. Given are starting balance
(initial value of balance), the monthly deposit (deposit), the interest rate

(anpcntrate), and number of months (months) for which deposits will be made and
interest compounded. The monthly decimal rate (rate), which is equal to annual
percentage rate divided by 1200 is used in the calculation.
The following program in DOSL-II defines a class of objects to represent bank
accounts. To put the module account to work we need a driver module, called
module main (see Figure 3.5). In the main module we first create a bank-account
object with a certain initial balance and interest rate. A message is repeatedly send to
the module account to accept deposits and compute interest. Finally a message
asking the object to reply with its current balance is sent.

The following DOSL-II program defines a class of
account to represent bank accounts with account, deposit
, withdraw, compound, deposit and getbalance operations
available to the public.

ObjectModule:: [account]
Definition is
type : passive;
class : class account {
protected : balance : real;
rate
: real;
public:
account ( bal, pent);
deposit ( amt);
withdraw ( amt);
compound();
getbalanceQ;
};
visible : [main];
Methods
method account ();
method deposit ();
method withdraw ();
method compound();
method getbalance();
Body is
*

^- f- ^ ^^ ^«T»sL
*T*
t*

^'T*^*T*^
"T*

^ ^
»T*

^ ^^ ^
^ ^
^

4*4*4« ^4*”4-^4*^<4*4*^4»4.
^ 4«4«4«4^ ^4«4^4. 4^

4« 4.

Open account with starting balance bal and
priodic percentage rate pent.
(=> [:account::account ( bal, pent)]
begin
balance = bal;
rate = pcnt/100.0;
end;
);;

************************************!):***

— Deposit amount amt
(=>[: account: :deposit( amt) ]
begin
balance = balance + amt;
end;
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—Attempt to withdraw amount amt
(=>[: account::withdraw( amt)]
begin
if ( amt <= balance ) then
balance = balance - amt;
return amt;
else
return 0.0;
fi
end;

- Compute interest for current period and add to balance
—^ ^ 5]^Jfc ^

)jc jjc jjc )jc )jc jj»

jJcsjc jjc j(cjjc jjc }jc

if; ?Jcjjc

)jc jJc5jc

?}•)jc

s|»s|c jjc

sjs ?jc jjc )f«

$fcjjc

(=>[:account::compound()]
begin
interest = balance * rate;
balance = balance + interest;
end;
) ;;

(=>[:account: :getbalance()]
begin
return balance;
end;
) end.

Figure 3.3 The ObjectModule Account.
Every instance of a bank account must keep track of two values: the current
current balance in the account and the interest rate. These values are will be stored in
the two variables, balance and rate. These variables are called instance variables
because a separate set of them is needed for each instance of a bank-account (see
Figure 3.4). For example we can create two account, acetone and accttwo as follows:

account acetone;
account accttwo;
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As illustrated in Figure .3.4, each instance o f account is com posed of two instance
variables, balance, and rate, which

were declared as m em ber variables of class

account. The class m em bers associated with a class object are referred to by using
o p e ra to r,. (dot or period). Thus acctone.balance refers to instance variable balance
o f acetone, accttwo.rate refers to the instance variable rate o f accltwo. and so on.

acetone
BALANCE
RATE

2000.0
.006

accltw o
BALANCE
RATE

6(X).0
.005

Figure 3.4 T w o Instances o f Class Account.

T he

DOSL-II program in Figure3.5 is a driver to make use of M odule account. The

main module uses variables named balance and deposit; however, the Module
account also has m em bers named balance and deposit. No conflict between the
variable names and the m em ber names can occur because they are separate module.
This program begins by obtaining input from the user. It then uses the starting
balance and interest rate to create an instance o f account object:

account acct ( balance, monpcr );
Because interest will be com pounded monthly, the annual percentage rate is divided
by 12.0 to get the monthly percentage that is required by above constructor.
A while statement calls acct.depositO to m ake each month's deposit and

acct.compound() to com pound the interest each month. A fter the deposit have been
made and interest has been com pounded for the required num ber of the months,

acct.getbalance() is called to get the final balance, which is printed for the user.
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Module driver

ObjectM odule ::[main]
Definition is
type: passive;
variable:
balance: real;
deposit :real;
anpctrate: real;
monpcr rreal;
months : integer;
m : integer;
visible: [account];
Body is
begin
doslout("Starting balance:");
doslin(balance);
doslout("Monthly deposit");
doslin(deposit);
doslout("Annual percentage rate:");
doslin(anpctrate);
doslout("Number of m onths:");
doslin(months);
:— Compute new balance
m:= 0;
monpcr := anpctrate / 12.0;
account acct( balance, monpcr);
while (m < months) do
acct.deposit (deposit);
acct.compound();
m := m + 1;
od
:— Print balance
doslout("Balance after", months,"months = $ ", acct.getbalance());
end.

Figure 3.5 The ObjectModule Main.
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3.9 Example of Inheritance Feature
For the first example of inheritance, we return to our example of class, a bank
account module. Now,

however several kinds of accounts, for example saving,

checking and time account can be defined . A class account is defined as a generic
account that can be opened with a given balance, accepts deposit, and return balance.
Class savacct defines a traditional savings account that provides compound interest
and withdraw privileges. Class chkacct defines simple checking account with no
interest that allows check cashing and imposes a per-check charge if the balance falls
below a given limit. Class timeacct defines a simplified form of time-deposit account
that allows only accumulated interest to be withdrawn.
Figures 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9

show four modules written in DOSL-II for

account, savacct, timeacct, and chkacct which correspond to the hierarchy of Figure
3.2.
Module account
O bjectM odule:: [account]
Definition is
type : passive;
class : class account {
protected :
balance : real;
public:
account ( bal);
deposit ( amt);
getbalance();
};

visible : [main];
Methods
method account ();
method deposit ();
method getbalance();
Body is
****************************************
•_ _

*1* X
*TI *T* 'T '

X ^ si. ^ ^
si.
*T» *T* rr* 'T * rrv 'T* t*

^ *4*4* si* «i* *4. sL>*4*4* a* vi.
*T* 4 1 'r
t 'T * "T* rT* *T* *T* ^

(=> [:account::account ( bal)]
begin

^

si. 4* si. si. J .
^ ^
^ ^

.1. si. si. si. si. «i« si. si.
^ ^ ^
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balance = bal;
end;

(=>[: account: :deposit( amt) ]
begin
balance = balance + amt;
end;
);;

(=>[:account::getbalance()3
begin
return balance;
end;
)
end.

Figure 3.6 The DOSL-II Account Module.
In module account, class account declares a variable balance as protected. This
means the variable balance is accessible only to the member functions of classes
derived from account.
O bjectM odule:: [savacct]
Definition is
ty p e : active;
class : class savacct: public account {
protected:
rate
: real;
public:
savacct ( bal, pent);
withdraw ( amt);
compound();
};

visible : [account];
Methods
method savacct ();
method withdraw ();
method compound();
Body is
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(=> [:savacct::savacct ( bal, pent)]
begin
rate = pent/100.0;
end;
);;

(=>[:savacct:: withdraw( amt)]
begin
if ( amt <= balance ) then
balance = balance - amt;
return amt;
else
return 0.0;
fi
end;
);;

(=>[: savacct: rcompoundO]
begin
real interest = balance * rate;
balance = balance + interest;
return
interest;
end;
) end.
Figure 3.7 The DOSL-II Savacct Module.
In module savacct, inheritance is specified by following the class name by a
colon and a base class.

Each base class is denoted either private or public by

preceding its name in the base class with the appropriate keywords.
If a base class is public, the public members of the base class are also public
members of the derived class. Thus users of the derived class can refer to public
members defined in the base class. If the base class is private, however, the public
members of the base class become private members of the derived class. They can be
accessed by member functions of the derived class, but they are not accessible to
users of the derived class. In module savacct, class account is public base class so
that the public member functions deposite() and getbalance(), defined for account,
will be also available to users of savacct module.
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An object of class savacct has two instance variables: balance, which is
inherited from module account and rate, which is declared in savacct. Both rate and

balance are protected members of savacct: rate because it is declared as protected in
savacct, and balance because it is a protected member of public class.
ObjectModule:: [chkacct]
Definition is
type : active;
class : class chkacct: public account {
protected :
lim it: real;
charge : real;
public:
chkacct ( bal, lim, chg);
cashchk ( amt);

1;
visible : [main][savacct][account];
Methods
method cashchkQ;
method chacct();
Body is
(=> [:chkacct:: chkacct( bal, lim, ch g ): account(bal)]
begin
limit = bal;
charge = chg;
end;
)
77

(=>[: chkacct:: cashchk( amt) ]
begin
if ((balance < limit) and ((amt + charge) <= balance)) then
balance = balance - amt + charge;
return amt;
else
return 0.0;
fi
end;
)

end.
Figure 3.8 The DOSL-II Chkacct Module.
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The module chkacct specifies account as a public base class; thus chkacct inherits
from account the protected instance variable balance and the public member
function depositQ and getbalance().

Module chkacct also inherits function

depositeO and getbalance() from account; therefore, the three functions deposit(),
getbalanceO, and cashchk() can all be applied to objects of class chkacct.
ObjectM odule::[timeacct]
Definition is
type : active;
class : class timeacct: public account {
protected :
fundsavail : real;
public:
timeacct ( bal, pent); withdraw ( amt); getavail(); compound(); };
visible : [main][account][savacct][chkacct];

Methods
method timeacct (); method withdraw (); method compound(); method getavail();
Body is
(=> [:timeacct:: timeacct ( bal, pcnt):savacct( bal, pent)]
begin
fundsavail = 0.0;
en d ;);;
(=>[: tim eacct:: withdraw( amt)]
begin
if ( amt <= fundsavail) then
fundsavail = fundsavail - amt;
balance = balance - amt; return amt;
else return 0.0;
fi
en d ;);;
(=>[: timeacct:: compound()]
begin
interest = savacct ::compound();
fundsavail = fundsavail + interest;
return interest;
en d ;);;
(=>[: timeacct: :getavail()]
begin
return fundsavail;
end;) end.
Figure 3.9 The DOSL-II Timeacct Module.
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The module timeacct illustrates another important principle of inheritance:
functions inherited from a base class can be redefined in the derived class. Note that
the code for new definition can invoke the inherited function.
Module timeacct is defined as a derived class of savacct and inherits function
compoundO and withdraw(). However these functions must be redefined:
compoundO to update fundsavail and withdraw() to make withdrawals only from
available funds.
The module timeacct have three instance variables: balance and rate inherited
from savacct (which inherited balance from account) and fundsavail declared in
module timeacct. Five functions can be applied to object of class timeacct:
depositeO and getbalance(), which are inherited from savacct (which inherited them
from account); compoundO and withdraw(), which, although inherited from
savacct, are redefined in timeacct; getavail(), which is defined in timeacct. The
version of compoundO inherited from savacct is used in defining the version for
timeacct.

3.10 Example of Communication Constructs
The concurrent factorial program is written in DOSL-II to show the use of
communication constructs send, receive and reply. This program consists of three
separate object modules: main, ConcFact, and RangeProduct, which are presented
in Figures 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12, respectively. The main module is the initiator of the
whole process of computing 20!. It creates an instance of an object ConcFact using
the create operation and assigns its Mbox address to a factorial variable. The main
module sends a message to the ConcFact object using the send operation. The
message consists of the address of ConcFact, method name to be called, the reply
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destination, myCbox, and an integer n. The main module is blocked until

the

myCbox receives the result. Finally Doslout prints the result (see Figure 3.10).
The ConcFact module becomes active when it is called by the main object. The
receive operation on

self

causes the ConcFact module to read the requested

message.
O bjectM odule:: [main]
Definition is
type
: active;
visible
: [ConcFact];
variable
: k: integer;
n: integer;
myCbox : Cbox;
factorial : Mbox;
body is
begin
n := 20;
factorial := create (ConcFact);
send (factorial, &ConcFact::computefact, myCbox,n);
receive (myCbox, k);
doslout("The factorial of %d is %d\n", n,k);
end.

Figure 3.10 The Main Module.
The ConcFact module creates an object called RangeProduct and sends a
message to it (see Figure 3.11).
The RangeProduct module uses a divide-and-conquer algorithm to compute the
factorial. It multiplies all numbers in the range specified by its two input arguments.
The RangeProduct module reads its requested message using operation receive on
self; it then determines if the range contains one number,
Otherwise it divides the range into two sub-ranges.

then

returns low.
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O bjectM odule:: [ConcFact]
Definition is
type
: active;
visible
: [RangeProduct];
variable
: m: integer;
one:integer;
rpone: Mbox;
methods
method computefact : ( ) - - > integer;
body is
(=> [: computefact ()]
begin
one := 1;
receive(self,m);
rpone := create(RangeProduct);
send(rpone, &RangeProduct::computeprod,one,n);
end.

Figure 3.11 The ObjectModule Concfact.
To compute the product of these two sub-ranges in parallel, two new instances of
the RangeProduct module are created. Two different messages are sent to each
newly created object along with subCbox. This process continues until the sub-range
computed by RangeProduct module contains only one number. The RangeProduct
module will eventually receive two sub-range products to its subCbox and multiplies
the two sub-range products. The reply operation will send the result to the reply
destination, myCbox of the main module (see Figure 3.10).
O bjectM odule:: [RangeProduct]
Definition is
type

: active;

visible

: [RangeProduct];

variable

: low: integer;
mid: integer;
high: integer;

subone: integer;
subtwo : integer;
subCbox : Cbox;
rpone

: Mbox;

rptwo

: Mbox;

methods
method computeprod : ( ) --> integer;

body is
(=> [: computeprod ()]
begin
receive(self,low,high);
if ( low >= high) then
reply(low);
else
mid := ( low + high ) /2;
rpone := create(RangeProduct);
rptwo := create(RangeProduct);
send (rpone, &RangeProduct::computeprod,subCbox,low, mid);
mid := mid + 1;
send (rptwo, &RangeProduct::computeprod,subCbox,mid,high);
receive(subCbox,subone,subtwo);
reply (subone * subtwo);

end.

Figure 3.12 The ObjectModule RangeProduct.
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3.11 Example of Concurrent I/O
Let us consider the example where an arbitrary actor wants to read from terminal A
asynchronously and write the read information to terminal B synchronously. Figure
3.13 shows a program written in DOSL-II using concurrent input/output statements
that defined earlier.
DOSL-II program for concurrent I/O
ObjectModule ::[main]
Definition is
variable : mayactone, myacttwo,
fnamone ,fnametwo : array [1 .. 20] of char;
rbuf, wbuf : array [1 .. 200] of char;
body is
begin
fnameone := "/dev/ttyp9";
fnametwo := "/dev/ttyp8";
readasc (mayactone, fnameone, rbuf);
writesc(myacttwo,fnametwo,wbuf);
end.

Figure 3.13 The DOSL-II Concurrent Input/Output.

The program begins by assigning the terminal names to the variables fnameone
and fnametwo respectively. The concurrent read statement (readasc) reads from
ttyp9 terminal into rb u f asynchronously by creating an actor myactone to process
the read operation concurrently. Similarly the concurrent write statement writes to
terminal ttypS from wbuf by creating an actor myacttwo to process the write
operation synchronously.
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3.12 Summary
An overview of DOSL and its complete syntax in extended Backus-Naur Form
has been presented. The definition of DOSL was extended to support class and
inheritance. This extension makes DOSL an object-oriented specification language
rather than object-based. Three categories of new I/O constructs standard, stream,
and concurrent I/O were introduced and

common problems associated with

concurrent I/O were discussed. A new communication construct is presented along
with the definition of new constructs. Examples of class, inheritance, concurrent I/O
and communication constructs are also given.

Chapter 4
The DOSL Transformation Process
4.1 Introduction
There are two approaches for making a prototyping language executable, one based
on

meta-programming,

and

the

other

based

on

executable

specifications[Ber91][Rob89][Jos82], The meta-programming approach provides
facilities for adapting and interconnecting available software components. The
processor for a meta-programming language generates the skeleton of an
implementation, with empty places for the available components. These components
can be drawn from a library, simulated, or manually programmed as needed.
The executable specification approach uses the specifications of a module for
direct execution (see Section 4.3), and can succeed only if the specification is
executable or can be transformed to a semantically equivalent form that is executable.
In this work we use the second approach.

4.2 An Overview of ACT++
ACT++ is a concurrent object-oriented language [Kaf88][Kaf89][Kaf90]. The
primary design goal of ACT++ is to develop a language which supports the powerful
actor concurrent computation model and provides software reusability through the
class inheritance of an object-oriented language. ACT++ is intended for exploring
the actor style of programming and object-oriented programming with class
inheritance. The current ACT++ design extends C++ [Str86] with a class hierarchy
which provides the abstraction of the actor model of concurrency.
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The asynchronous message passing in ACT++ is supported by two predefined
objects: Mbox and Cbox. The Mbox models the mail queue of the actor while Cbox
allows the sender of a message to receive the result of the method invocation.
The primary I/O abstraction introduced in ACT++ is that of an interface
actor(IA). An IA is an I/O server which manages I/O to a single device - a standard
file or terminal special file.

IA

s

are capable of doing both synchronous and

asynchronous I/O. In ACT++, there are two types of objects active and passive.
The distinction between the two types is that when active objects process a message
they create an independent thread of control to execute the requested operation,
whereas passive objects process a message using the thread of control of the
requestor. Thus, an ACT++ program is a coherent collection of active and passive
objects - active objects execute independently and concurrently with other active
objects whereas the passive objects act as subordinates of the active objects. ACT++
has been successfully implemented on the Sequent Symmetry multiprocessor.

In

the following section, we explain how concurrent input/output is done in ACT++.

4.2.1 Example of Concurrent I/O in ACT++
Let us consider the same example of section 3.11, where an arbitrary actor wants to
read from terminal A asynchronously and write the read information to terminal B
synchronously.

In ACT++

we must create two interface actors (IA),

each

responsible for I/O to one terminal. We first present the Read operation in Figure
4.1, note that the numbers are not part of the code.
Line 1 assigns the name of terminal A to the variable fname. The second line
creates an interface actor (IA) actor my-actl and associates it with the /dev/ttyp9
special file corresponding to the terminal A.
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1.

char* fnam el = "/dev/ttyp9";

2.

lA ctor m y-actl = new IACTOR (fnamel, TTYBEH);

3.

Rbox* rb-em pty = new Rbox();

4.

Message* read-mess = new Message (TTYACT::Read, rb-empty, rb-

em pty->size());
5.

read-m ess->send(m y-actl);
Figure 4.1 The Concurrent Read Operation in ACT++.

TTYBEH is a predefined macro which creates the object behavior. Line 3
creates an empty buffer that is used by my-actl to read data. All Rboxes in ACT++
are instantiations of the predefine class Rbox. Line 4 creates a message for IA , the
TTYACT macro must be used to obtain the address of the Read/Write method of
TTYBEH class. Line 5 sends a read message to an IA and my-actl actor reads from
terminal A.

Figure 4.2 shows similar coding for the Write operation except for the

last line. Line 6 is the wait method called on the Write operation. The wait method
defined in the Rbox and Wbox classes is used to implement blocking on these boxes.
1. char* fname2 = "/dev/ttyp8";
2.

IActor my-act2 = new IACTOR (fnamel, TTYBEH);

3.

Wbox* wb-from-rb = new Wbox(rb-empty);

4.

Message* write-mess = new Message (TTYACT::Write, wb-from-rb, wb-

from -rb->size());
5.

write-mess->send(my-act2);

6. wb-from-rb-->wait();
Figure 4.2 The Concurrent Write Operation in ACT++.
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For example, the wait on Wbox is used in line 6 to determine whether the Write
operation has completed. If the write has completed, the call returns immediately;
otherwise, the operation blocks.
In Figure 4.2, line 3 creates a write buffer for an actor my-act2 and passes the
address of the read buffer in Figure 4.1, This means my-act2 will write to terminal B
directly from the read buffer.

4.3 Methodology for Executing DOSL-II
An overall general structure of the technique for executing a DOSL-II
specification is depicted in Figure 4.3.

S p e c if ie r

P rod u ce Specification

T ran sform atio

ACT++

U ser

Figure 4.3 The Transformation Process
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The specifier produces the specification using DOSL-II specification language. The
DOSL-II specification is read by the transformation system, which checks its syntax
and then transforms it into ACT++ code. The transformed output of the translator is
then executable.
The transformation system must decide whether or not a given sentence is a correct
sentence in the DOSL

language. It does that by parsing the sentence using the

language grammar.

4.3.1 Analysis of the DOSL-II Program Statement
The statements of the DOSL-II program are analyzed by the parsing phase. The
basic function of the parsing phase is to build a unique parse tree from the sequence
of tokens produced by the scanner. This parse tree is then traversed in an appropriate
order by the code generation phase to produce the translation of the DOSL-II
program into ACT++ code.
There are two classes of parsing techniques: top-down and bottom-up. Each class
is characterized by the order in which the productions of the derivation tree are
recognized [Aho79].

We have chosen the bottom-up parsing technique for the

following reasons
1. With the bottom-up technique it is possible to take a grammar specified in BNF
and generate tables automatically for a parser.
2. The changes to the syntax of the language can be accommodated quickly.
3. It also ensures that the language being parsed matches the language specified in
written syntax.
In the bottom-up technique, the derivation tree is built from the terminal nodes up
to the root node. As the parsing progresses, the input is scanned from left to right,
and the input is converted into a list of subtrees from which the complete tree will be
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constructed. At any stage, there are two alternatives from which the parsing algorithm
must choose. It could shift a symbol from the head of the input over to the list of
subtrees on a stack and form a new primitive subtree on the top of the stack.
Alternatively, it could reduce one or more of the subtrees at the right end of the list
of subtrees to a single subtree, using one of the production rules. A set of subtrees
that can be reduced is known as a handle since they are grasped together to make the
reduction.
In general, a parser will shift until the right end of the list of trees contains a
handle and then reduce it. This technique, known as the shift-reduce principle, was
introduced in [FI06I]. The parsing algorithm usually makes use of tables, which are
constructed from the grammar by a special program, to base its decision on shifting
or reduction. The bottom-up parser uses a technique known as LR(k) parsing; where
L means scanning

the input from left-to-right, and the R for constructing

a

rightmost derivation in reverse and K is referred to the number of input symbols of
lookahead that are used in making parsing decisions. A modified algorithm from
[Aho85] for LR(1) parsing is shown below.
LR parsing Algorithm:
Input. An input string w and an LR(1) parsing table for the DOSL-II grammar.
Output. If string w is in DOSL-II language, a bottom-up parse for w and mapping
string w into ACT++; otherwise error indication
Method. The parser executes the algorithm in Figure 4.4 until an accept or error state
is encountered.
When the scanner has converted a program text into a sequence of symbols, the
parser performs a single scan of the symbols and checks whether they form a DOSLII sentence. If the syntax is correct, then an equivalent sentence in ACT++ is written
to an output file (action code); otherwise, a syntax error is reported. The parser is
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constructed directly from the BNF grammar of DOSL-II (See Chapter 3 ). To make
the algorithm simple, we assume for every BNF rule :
N=E.
the parser defines a procedure of the same name:

Procedure N; begin a(E) end;

The procedure defines a parsing algorithm a(E). When the algorithm is executed it
examines one or more symbols and determines whether they form a sentence
described by the syntax expression E. If they do, the algorithm calls procedure-action
( procedure-action job is to write an equivalent sentence in ACT++ or simulate one if
there is no equivalent); otherwise, the algorithm reports an syntax error.
expressed the algorithm using a Pascal like notation:

program = " O b j e c t M o d u l e " "[" programname "]" {action code}
"Definition is" {action code}
D eclaratio n -p art{ actio n code}
"Body is " {action code}
BlockBody; {action code}
"end." {action code}

To recognize a program we need a procedure:

procedure Programx;
begin
a("O bjectM odule""["P rogram N am e "]" {action code}
"Definition is" {action code}
D e c la r a tio n - p a r t{action-code}
"Body is" {action code}
BlockBody
{action code}
"end.")

We
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that defines an algorithm:

a("O b jectM o d u le""["P rogram N am e "]" {action code}
"Definition is" {action code}
D eclarationPart{action-code}
"Body is" {action code}
B lo c k B o d y { a c tio n code}
"end."{ action code})
The algorithm scans a sentence consisting of the word ObjectModule followed a
double colon, a left bracket, name, a right bracket, a newline, Definition is, newline,
Declaration-part, semicolon, newline, Body is, newline, BlockBody, semicolon, end,
and a period.

The action codes are inserted when there is a need to translate a

DOSL-II sentence into an ACT++ code.
We construct this complicated algorithm out of following simpler algorithms:

a("O bjectM odule""["Program N am e "]")

Recognizes a Module heading

a( "Definition is")

Recognizes a Definition is

a(DeclarationPart)

Recognizes a DeclarationPart

a ( ";")

Recognizes a semicolon

a( "Body is")

Recognizes a Body is

a(BlockBody )

Recognizes a BlockBody

a("end.")

Recognizes an end.

We program these algorithms, and construct the original algorithm as a sequence of
the simpler algorithms.
following algorithm:

When the parser expects a single symbol s, it uses the
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a(s) = if Symbol = s then NextSymbol
else SyntaxError

This algorithm is implemented as a procedure:
Procedure Expect(s: Symbol)

Now we can construct all but two of the algorithms above:
a("ObjectModule"
a( "Definition is")

"["ProgramName "]") = Expect ( ModuleHeading)
= Expect (Definition is)

a ( ";") = Expect (Semicolon)
a( "Body is") = Expect (Body is)
a("end.") = Expect(end.)
The DefinitionPart and BlockBody are not defined yet. They can also be
recognized by a set of procedures. To make the algorithm simple, we did not include
them here.
By combining the simpler algorithms, we obtain the procedure Programx (Figure
4.5)
procedure Programx;
begin
Expect(ProgramHeading); {action code}
Expect( Definition is); {action code}
DefinitionPart; {action code}
Expect(Body is); {action code}
BlockBody; {action code}
Expect(end-) {action code}
end;

Figure 4.4 The Procedure Programx
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We need to develop two more procedures for DefinitionPart and BlockBody. A
DefinitionPart is described as follows:
DefinitionPart = [TypeDefinitionPart] [ClassDefinitionPart]
[VisibleDefinitionPart] [VariableDefmitionPart]
[MethodDefmitionPart]

and can be recognized by the following algorithm (Figure 4.5):

procedure DefinitionPart;
begin
if Symbol = Type then
T ypeDefinitionPart;
if Symbol = Class then
ClassDefinitionPart;
if Symbol = Visible then
VisibleDefinitionPart;
if Symbol = Variable then
VariableDefinitionPart;
if Symbol = Method then
MethodDefinitionPart;
end;

Figure 4.5 The Procedure DefinitionPart
The syntax factor
[TypeDefinitionPart]
shows that a DefinitionPart may or may not begin with TypeDefinitionPart.
A BlockBody is described as follows:
BlockBody = [MethodHeading][StatementDefinitionPart]
and can be recognized by the following algorithm:
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procedure BlockBody;
begin
if Symbol = MethodHeading then
Heading;
if Symbol = StatementDefinition then
Statement;
end;
This process will continue until all the procedures are constructed. Figure 4.6 shows
DOSL-II constructs and their corresponding codes in ACT++.

DOSL-II constructs

Transformation code

ObjectModule:: [sample]

main()

Definition is
variable : i:integer;
j:real;
table :array[0..6] of integer;

none
int i;
double j;
int table[6];

tabletwo: array [0..6] of char;
Body is
begin

char tabletwo[6];
none

end

)

{

(=>[:account::account (bal, pent)]
x := x + 1;

account::account(doublebal,double pent)
x = x + 1;

while expression do

while expression
{

od;
if expression
then
statementl;
statem ent;

statementn;
fi

}
if expression
{

statementl;
statement;

statementn;
}
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doslin( argument-list);

scanf(argument-list);

doslout(argument-list);

print(argument-list);

din « argument-list;

cin « argument-list;

d o u t« argument-list;

cout« argument-list;

readasc(myactone, fname, rbuffer);

IActor myactone = new
IACTOR(fname,TTYBEH);
Rbox* rbuffer = new Rbox();
Message* read-mess= new
Massage(TTYACT::Read,rbuffer,rbuffer—>size());
read-mess—> send(myactone);

writesc(myactortwo,fnametwo,rbuffer);

IActor myacttwo = new
IACTOR(fname,TTYBEH);
Wbox* wbuffer = new Wbox(rbuffer);
Message* write-mess= new
Massage(TTYACT:: Write, Wbuffer, Wbuffer—>size());
write-mess—> send(myacttwo);
wbuffer —> wait();

readsc(myactone, fname, rbuffer);

IActor myactone = new
IACTOR(fname,TTYBEH);
Rbox* rbuffer = new Rbox();
Message* read-mess= new
Message(TTYACT: :Read,rbuffer,rbuffer->size());
read-mess-> send(myactone);
rbuffer->wait();

writesc(myactortwo,fnametwo,rbuffer);

IActor myacttwo = new
IACTOR(fname,TTYBEH);
Wbox* wbuffer = new Wbox(rbuffer);
Message* write-mess= new
Massage(TTYACT::Wri te,Wbuffer,Wbuffer->size());
write-mess—> send(myacttwo);

Figure 4.6 DOSL-II to ACT++ Transformation
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As an example, consider the loop construct in DOSL-II. Its action is based the
grammar rule for the loop statement:
loop-statement ::= while expression do
statementl;
statement n;
od
Thus, the system performs the following steps:
1. Checks that the next token is a w/n7e-symbol, and maps this token to an
equivalent token in ACT++, or starts simulating a loop construct.
2.

Calls the procedure Expression , if accept then maps this expression into

ACT++ expression.
3. Checks that next token is a flfosymbol, and does the mapping
4. Calls the procedure StatementDefinition.
5. Checks that next symbol is a orf-symbol.
Note that the procedure StatementDefinition will be called recursively to recognize
all the statement separated by semicolon in the body of the loop.
The mapping function is straightforward for those constructs of DOSL-II where
there exists an equivalent construct in ACT++. However, there are many cases where
there is no match for the DOSL-II construct in ACT++. In the cases of no match, the
system must simulate the behavior of those constructs using a set of procedures
written in ACT++ language. As an example, consider a DOSL-II concurrent read
statement that we have introduced in Chapter 3.

readasc (myactone, fname, rbuffer);
This statement

reads from (terminal/file)

fname into rbuffer asychronously by

creating an actor myactone to process the read operation concurrently. The system
prototype will simulate the above read statement in the environment of ACT++ as
follows and as shown in Figure 4.6:
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IActor myactone = new IACTOR (fname, TTYBEH);
Rbox* rbuffer

= new RboxQ;

Message* read-mess = new Message(TTYACT:: Read, rbuffer, rbuffer-->size());
read-mess—> send (myactone);

As discussed in Chapter 3,

an interface actor (IA) provided by ACT++

encapsulates all low level details for performing I/O and relieves the user from
managing all low level details explicitly. The system prototype makes it possible for
the DOSL-II specification to do an I/O abstraction at higher level. This means to do
a concurrent I/O, all the specifier has to do is to write only one statement.
Suppose that the specifier decides to write the read information concurrently into
another terminal synchronously. Then he/she must issue the following statement in
DOSL-II:
writesc (myactortwo,fnametwo,rbuffer);
The system prototype translates the above statement into the following sequence of
statements for the environment of ACT++ as also given in Figure 4.6:

IActor myacttwo = new IACTOR (fnametwo, TTYBEH);
Wbox* wbuffer= new W box(rbuffer);
Message*

write-mess = new Message(TTYACT::Write, wbuffer,

wbuffer—>size());
write-mess—> send (myacttwo);
wbuffer --> wait();

In the following section, we present a prototype example of concurrent factorial
program written in DOSL-II and its complete transformation into an ACT++.
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4.4 Prototype System Example
The concurrent factorial program written in DOSL-II consists of three separate
object modules: main, ConcFact, and RangeProduct, which are presented in Figure
4.7, 4.8,

and 4.9, respectively.

The main module is the initiator of the whole

process of computing 20!. It creates an instance of an object ConcFact using the
create operation and assign its Mbox address to a factorial variable. The main
module sends

a message to the ConcFact object using the send operation. The

message consists of the address of ConcFact, method name to be called, the reply
destination, myCbox, and an integer n. The main module is blocked until
myCbox receives the result. Finally Doslout prints the result (see Figure 4.7).
O bjectM odule:: [main]
Definition is
type
visible
variable

: active;
: [ConcFact];
: k: integer;
n: integer;
myCbox : Cbox;
factorial : Mbox;

body is
begin
n := 20;
factorial := create (ConcFact);
send (factorial, &ConcFact::computefact, myCbox,n);
receive (myCbox, k);
doslout("The factorial of %d is %d \n", n,k);
end.
Figure 4.7 The ObjectModule Main.

the
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The ConcFact module becomes active when it is called by the main object. The
receive operation on

self

causes the ConcFact module to read the requested

message. The ConcFact module creates an object called RangeProduct and sends a
message to it (see Figure 4.8).
O bjectM odule:: [ConcFact]
Definition is
type
: active;
visible
: [RangeProduct];
variable
: m: integer;
one:integer;
rpone: Mbox;
methods
method computefact : ( ) - - > integer;
body is
(=> [: computefact ()]
begin one:= 1;
receive(self,m);
rpone := create(RangeProduct);
send(rpone, &RangeProduct: :computeprod,one,n);
end.
Figure 4.8 The ObjectModule ConcFact.
The RangeProduct module uses a divide-and-conquer algorithm to compute the
factorial. It multiplies all numbers in the range specified by its two input arguments.
The RangeProduct module reads its requested message using operation receive on
self; it then determines if the range contains one number,

then

returns low.

Otherwise it divides the range into two sub-ranges. To compute the product of these
two sub-ranges in parallel, two new instances of the RangeProduct

module are

created. Two different messages are sent to each newly created object along with
subCbox. This process continues until the sub-range computed by RangeProduct
module contains only one number.
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The RangeProduct module will eventually receive two sub-range products to its
subCbox and multiplies the two sub-range products. The reply operation will send
the result to the reply destination, myCbox of the main module (see Figure 4.9).

ObjectModule :: [RangeProduct]
Definition is
type
: active;
visible
: [RangeProduct];
variable
: low: integer;
mid; integer;
high: integer;
subone: integer;
subtwo : integer;
subCbox : Cbox;
rpone
: Mbox;
rptwo
: Mbox;
methods
method computeprod : ( ) —> integer;
body is
(=> [: computeprod ()]
begin
receive(self,low,high);
if ( low >= high) then
reply (low);
else
mid := ( low + high ) /2;
rpone := create(RangeProduct);
rptwo := create(RangeProduct);
send (rpone, &RangeProduct::computeprod,subCbox,low, mid);
mid := mid + 1;
send (rptwo, &RangeProduct::computeprod,subCbox,mid,high);
receive(subCbox,subone,subtwo);
reply (subone * subtwo);
end.
Figure 4.9 The ObjectModule RangeProduct.
The ObjectModules main, ConcFact, and RangeProduct are transformed into
ACT++ as presented in Figure 4.10. Figure 4.10 is factorial example found in
[Kaf90] for ACT++.
[Kaf90].

The code shown in Figure 4.10 agrees with the code in
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#include "act.h"
class ConcFact: ACTOR {
public:
void compute_factorial();};
class RangeProduct: ACTOR {
public:
void compute_product();};
main()

// include the ACT++ kernel classes

{

int k;
int n=20; /* compute 20! */
Cbox myCbox;
Mbox factorial = New(ConcFact); // bind it to an instance of ConcFact;
factorial « &ConcFact::compute_factorial « myCbox « n;
// send a request message
myCbox » k;
// receive a reply from factorial
printf(”%d\n",k);
}

void ConcFact: :compute_factorial()

// a method of ConcFact

{

int m;
self » m;
// read a request message
Mbox rpl = New(RangeProduct);
rpl «&RangeProduct::compute_product « l « m ;
}

void RangeProduct::compute_product() // a method of RangeProduct
{

int low, mid, high, subl, sub2;
self » low » high;
if (low >= high)
reply(low);
else {
mid = (low + high) /2;
Mbox rpl = New(RangeProduct);
Mbox rp2 = New(RangeProduct);
Cbox subCbox;
rpl «&RangeProduct::compute_product« subCbox « low « mid;
rp2 «&RangeProduct: :compute_product« subCbox « mid+1 « h ig h ;
subCbox » subl » sub2;
reply (subl * sub2);

}

Figure 4.10 The Factorial Example of ACT++.
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4.5 Summary
Two approaches for making a prototyping language executable, one based on
meta-programming, and other based on executable specifications are discussed. In
section 4.2 and 4.3 an overview of ACT++ along with an example of concurrent VO
in ACT++ is presented. In section 4.3 we have introduced a methodology for
executing DOSL-II specification languages. We also have discussed LR(1) parsing
algorithm and introduced a series of procedures

which recognizes the DOSL-II

specification language according to its syntax and then transforms it into ACT++
code. In Figure 4.6 we summarized DOSL-II constructs and its transformation code
in ACT++. Finally, an example of concurrent factorial in DOSL-II along with its
transformation into ACT++ is explained.

Chapter 5
Validation of the Prototyping Environment
5.1 Introduction
The objective of this Chapter is to describe the testing of the transformation
process for the prototyping system. The testing strategy ensures that all statements of

DOSL-n are executed at least once. Since the system prototype must be able to
translate an infinite number of possible DOSL-II programs, it is very unlikely that a
few "typical" programs chosen at random will test the system prototype
systematically. We did therefore carefully construct small programs for test purposes
only.

We are not presenting all test programs in this Chapter. In the following

sections, we present those test programs that concern I/O , class and inheritance.

5.2 DOSL-II, Syntax Analysis
We begin by looking at the test program (Figure 5.1) for correct sentences of the
DOSL-II program. This test program contains comment, declarations, input output

statement, nested if-then-else statement, while-do statement, and assignment
statements.
test 1 : DOSL-II syntax analysis
this is a comment in DOSL-II
ObjectModule ::[main]
Definition is
variable : a:real;
b:real;
intarray : array [1 .. 90] of integer;
realarray : array [1 .. 20] of real;
chararray : array [2 .. 9] of char;
body is
begin
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testing output statement
doslout(" please inter two number\n");
testing input statement
doslin("%f%f", a,b);
print the values of a and b
doslout("the a value is %f\nb=%f\n”, a,b);
testing assignment statement with an expression
a:=( a - b + (a + 8) * 2);
doslout("the new value of a is %f",a);
testing nested if-then-else statement
if (a <> b) then
a:= a + b;
if ( a = b) then
a:= 56;
fi
b:= 23 + 7;
fi
testing a while do statement
while (b < a) do
b:= b + 1;
doslout(" value of a= %f \n value of b= %f\n);
od
end.
Figure 5.1 The DOSL-II Syntax Analysis
As a result of running the above test program the system prototype indicates no
syntax error. To show how the system prototype response to the syntax error, we
modify the above test program by removing a semicolon from the first and second
statement in the body of the program. Now, if we run the system using the modified
test program the result will be printed as follows:
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test 2 : DOSL-II syntax analysis
this is a comment in DOSL-II
ObjectModule ::[main]
Definition is
variable : arreal;
b:real;
intarray : array [1.. 90] of integer;
realarray : array [1.. 20] of real;
char array ; array [2 .. 9] of char;
body is
begin
testing output statement
doslout(” please inter two number\n")$
Syntax erro r

Figure 5.2 The DOSL-II Syntax Analysis With an Error.

Figure 5.2 shows how the system prototype response to the syntax error. It places
the symbol $ dollar sign in the position of first missing semicolon and writes the
phrase "Syntax error" and stops. Note that the system will indicates the syntax
errors one at a time.
In the case of no syntax error, the prototype system produces the ACT++ version
of the DOSL-II module. For example, in Figure 5.3 a syntactically correct bubble
sort test program is written in DOSL-II.
This the first executable program in DOSL-II
*

This program sorts an array of integer

O bjectM odule[B ubbleSort]
Definition is
variable :
i : integer; j : integer;
size: integer; sizemin : integer;
save : integer;
table : array [0 .. 6] of integer;
body is

*
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begin
size := 5;
sizemin:= size - 1;
i := 0; j := 0;
doslout(" Unsorted TableNn");
doslout(,,==============\n");

while ( i <= size) do
doslin("
%d\n", table[i]);
i := i +1;
od
i := 0; j := 0;
while ( i <= size) do
j := i + 1;
while ( j <= sizemin ) do

if ( table[i] >= table[j]) then
save := table[i];
table[i]:= table[j];
table[j]:= save;
fi

j := j + 1;

od
i := i +1;
od
doslout(" Sorted Table \n");
doslou t("============\n");
i := 0;
while ( i <= size) do
doslout("
i : = i +l ;

%dNn", table[i]);

od
end.

Figure 5.3 The BubbleSort ObjectModule.
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The prototype system checks for syntax errors and converts the DOSL-II
program into the following ACT++ code (Figure 5.4). The code in Figure 5.4 is
hidden from the user of the prototyping environment.
main()
{

int i; int j;
int size; int sizemin;
int save; int table[6];
size = 5; sizemin = size -1;
i = 0; j = 0;
printf("Unsorted TableNn");
printf("===============\n");
while ( i <= size) {
printf("
% d\n", table[ij);
i = i + 1;
}

i = 0; j = 0;
while ( i <= size) {
j = i + 1;
while ( j <= sizemin ) {
if ( table[i] >= tablefj]) {
save = table [i];
table[i] = table [j];
table[j] = save;
}

j = j + 1;
}

i = i + 1;
}

printf("Sorted Table \n");
printf("============\n");
i = 0;
while (i <= size) {
printf("
%d\n", table[i]);
i= i + 1;
}

Figure 5.4 The ACT++ BubbleSort.
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After the execution of the ACT++ program the output is:
Unsorted Table
5
4
3
2
1
0
Sorted Table
0
1
2
3
4
5
The prototype system is tested for numerous DOSL-II programs.

5.3 DOSL-II, I/O Syntax Analysis
In Chapter 3, we presented the extention of DOSL specification to support the
following I/O constructs:

1.

doslin (argument-list);

2.

doslout(argument-list);

3.

din

4.

dout

5.
6.

readasc(actname,fname,bufname);
readsc(actname,fname,bufname);

7.
8.

writeasc(actname,fname,bufname);
writeasc(actname,fname,bufname);

Figure 5.5 The DOSL-II Input/Output.
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Three different I/O commands are listed in Figure 5.5, the first two commands
are referred to as a simple I/O, the third and fourth are stream I/O, and the fifth
through eighth are concurrent I/O for synchronous and asynchronous. In the case of
simple I/O, the

user is responsible for specifying the correct field descriptor

corresponding to the type of variable (s). Otherwise the system shows a syntax error.
For example, to use the doslout construct, in Figure 5.6 user must specify the field
descriptor %d,

%c, %f, and %s for the type integer, character, real, and string

respectively.
ObjectModule ::[sample]
Definition is
variable: a.real;
b:integer;
c:char;
string: array [ 1.. 10 ] of char;
body is
begin
b:=10;
c:="T";
a:= 1.34;
string:= "testing";
doslout("%d %c %f %s",b,c,a,string);
end.
Figure 5.6 The Output Sample.

In the case of stream I/O,

the user is not responsible for specifying the field

descriptor(s) as the system will automatically provide the corresponding field
descriptor(s) based on the variable(s) type. For example in Figure 5.6, the statement
doslout(” %d %c % f % s", b,c,a,string); can be replaced by the stream I/O
statement dout < < b < < c « a « s trin g ; without a syntax error.
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5.4 DOSL-II, Concurrent I/O Syntax Analysis
The syntax analysis of the concurrent I/O is done using a test program. In the case
of a syntax error, the system places the symbol "$" at the position of error. If there
is no syntax error the system will produce executable code in the environment of
ACT++. In this section, we refer to the example of Chapter 3 in section 3.11, where
an arbitrary actor wants to read from terminal A asynchronously and write the read
information to terminal B sychronously. Figure 5.7 shows a complete test program
written in DOSL-II and saved under file name testio.
test program for concurrent I/O
ObjectModule ::[main]
Definition is
variable : fnamone ,fnametwo : array [1 .. 20] of char;
rbuf, wbuf : array [1 .. 200] of char;
body is
begin
fnameone := ”/dev/ttyp9";
fnametwo := "/dev/ttyp8";
readasc(mayactone,fnameone, rbuf);
writesc(myacttwo,fnametwo,wbuf);
end.
Figure 5.7 The Concurrent I/O Sample.
In order to execute the above program using the prototype system, the following
steps were performed:

dosl < testio > acttestio.c
C++ acttestio.c
a.out
In the first command line, the system prototype (dosl) takes the file name testio(
testio contains program in Figure 5.7) and check for syntax error. If there is no error,
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it then maps the DOSL-II program into ACT++ program and saves it in file name
acttestio. The second command line compiles the acttestio using the C++ compiler
and generates executable code in a.out. The third command line executes the
program, that is, the information is read from terminal A and written to terminal B.
The Figure 5.8 shows the ACT++ code produced by the system prototype.

#include "act++.h"
#include <iostream.h>
main ()

{
char fnamone[20];
char fnametwo[20];
fnameone="/dev/ttyp9";
fnametwo="/dev/ttyp8";
IActor mayactone = new( fnameone,TTYBEH);
Rbox* rbuf = new Rbox();
Message* read-mess = new Message(TTYACT::Read,rbuf,rbuf->size());
read-mess ->send(mayactone);
IActor myacttwo = new( fnametwo,TTYBEH);
Wbox* wbuf = new Wbox(rbuf);
Message* write-mess = new Message(TTYACT::Write,wbuf,wbuf->size());
write-mess ->send(myacttwo);
wbuf -> wait();
}
Figure 5.8 The ACT++ Concurrent I/O.
Note that the translation of DOSL-II program into ACT++ is transparent to the user.

5.5 DOSL-II, Class Syntax Analysis
In Chapter 3, we presented the formal syntax for class and class inheritance of
DOSL-II specification. In this section, we recall the same example of bank account
(Figure 5.9) and show how the system prototype detects syntax errors and produces
an executable code.
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Figure 5.9 presents the module account test program written in DOSL-II. This
module includes all necessary declarations and definitions for class account and
offers the following methods for manipulation of class account:

method
method account(bal,pct);
method deposit ();
method withdraw();
method compound();
method getbalanceQ;

The instance variables balance and rate (see Figure 5.9) are declared protected.
Attempts to manipulate their values directly, such as
acctone.balance := acctone.balance + 600;
are detected as a syntax error by the system. On the other hand, the methods can be
called as follows:
acctone.deposit (600);
with no syntax error.
ObjectM odule::[account]
Definition is
ty p e: passive;
class: class account {
protected: balance: real;
rate : real;
public :
account ( double bal, double pent);
void deposit (double amt);
double withdraw(double amt);
void compoundO;
double getbalance();
);
visible : [main];
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method
method account(bal,pct);
method deposit ();
method withdraw();
method compound();
method getbalance();
body is
(=>[:account::account(double bal,double pent)]
begin
balance := bal;
rate := pcnt/100;
end.
)

body is
(=>[:void account::deposit(double amt)]
begin
balance := balance + amt;
end.
)
body is
(=>[:double account: :withdraw(double amt)]
begin
if( amt <= balance) then
balance := balance -amt;
return amt;
else
return 0;
fi

end.
)
*i

body is
(=>[:void account: :compound()]
begin
balance := balance + rate * balance;
end.
)
91
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body is
(=>[: double account:: getbalance()]
begin
return balance;
end.
)
end.
Figure 5.9 The ObjectModule Account.
To execute the module account, the code in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 is placed in
source fdes account and main respectively. The following command produces an
executable file acct:

dosl < accout > account.c
dosl < main > main.c
cat account» acct.c
cat main.c » acct.c
C++

-o acct acct.c

Figure 5.10 is a main module, the main module requests from the user to enter values
for, Starting balance, Monthly deposit, Annual percentage,

and Number of the

months respectively. It then sends message to module account to create an instance of
acct with Starting balance and Annual percentage rate (see Figure 5.10). The
compound interest is computed based on monthly deposit and number of months and
finally the balance after those months is printed.
ObjectM odule::[main]
Definition is
ty p e: passive;
variable : balance : real;
deposit: real;
anpctraterreal;
m onpcr: real;
months : integer;
m :integer;
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visible : [account];
body is
begin
dout «"Starting balance:
din » balance;
dout «"M onthly deposit: ";
din »deposit;
dout «"A nnual percentage rate:";
din »anpctrate;
dout «"num ber of m onths:";
din » months;
Compute new balance
m:=0;
monpcr := anpctrate / 12;
account acct(balance, monpcr);
while (m < months) do
acc t.deposit(depo sit);
acct.compound();
m:=m + 1;

od
:—Print balance
dout«"Blance after" « months « " months = $";
dout«acct.getbalance();
end.

Figure 5.10 The ObjectModule Main.
Once again, the ACT++ code produced by system prototype is hidden from user.

5.6 Summary
In sections 5.1 though 5.6, we presented a series of test programs and used them
to examine the correctness of DOSL-II's syntax and semantics. The system that does
the transformation contains about 6,000 lines of a C code and system calls excluding
the comments. It has been successfully implemented on the AT&T 3b2 with the
environment of the UNIX operating system.
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Each component of the system prototype , for example, the lexical analyzer and
parser, has been tested separately and then combined and tested with different test
programs. Each time a new DOSL-II construct is added to the system prototype, a
series of test programs has been designed and run to validate the system. Thus,
incremental testing of the system prototype was conducted.

Chapter 6
Summary and Future Research
The advent of commercial parallel processing machines in the hardware area and
the emergence of new programming paradigms such as object-oriented programming
in the software area have a positive impact on the development of efficient and
reliable software. As a result, integrated software environment that satisfy sufficiently
the requirements for the parallel and distributed programming applications are
needed. It is also necessary that this integrated environment support good software
methodologies. The focus of this research was to provide an integrated software
environment for distributed systems by extending

an existing requirement

specification language to support prototyping. Advances in rapid prototyping have
increased the awareness of the software industry to the possible benefits to be gained
from the use of prototyping. Rapid prototyping involves the fast construction of a
prototype version of a system in order that it may be evaluated by a customer or enduser and subsequently refined in the light of the feedback generated during this
evaluation.
The main advantage of prototyping is that it allows the system analyst to gather
customer or end-user generated feedback [Hor84] earlier in the software development
process than is otherwise possible using conventional software development methods.
In this way, prototyping can be used to reduce the number of errors in requirements
specifications. These are often the most difficult and expensive errors to correct
because they are often discovered after the system is placed in operational use.
However, prototyping is ineffective if it is not supported by a development
environment that provides an easy derivation

of prototypes from formal

specifications and makes the implementation process partially automated.
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6.1 Contributions of the Research
The goal of this research was to develop a prototyping environment for the formal
distributed object-based specification language DOSL. Thus, a methodology for
executing the DOSL specification language was defined and a prototype system was
developed.

The DOSL specification language was extended as a new formal

distributed object-oriented specification language DOSL-II. DOSL-II is an objectoriented rather than object-based, and includes class, inheritance, simple I/O, stream
I/O, concurrent I/O, and new constructs for object communication.

The major

contributions of this work are:
1. Definition of an enhancement for an object-oriented specification language that
supports the modeling of synchronous and asynchronous communication, priority
message passing, and inheritance. These features make the language a unique
combination of features that are individually found in other specification language.
The combined result is a versatile, multi-purposed specification language.
2. Expansion of the scope of use of the DOSL language by defining a prototyping
methodology that takes a DOSL specification and provides an executable
environment by transformation of the DOSL specification to the metalanguage
ACT++. As a result, animation of a DOSL specification is possible with only
minimal effort by the specifier.
We first a prototype system to verify the syntax of DOSL.

We then designed

DOSL-II a formal specification language with a run-time support. This new formal
distributed object-oriented specification language supports class, inheritance, simple
I/O, stream I/O, concurrent I/O and new constructs for an object communications.
Finally, we have provided an integrated software environment which combines,
formalized methodology for identification of objects from multi-mode formats (data
flow diagram, state transition, and Petri nets), a directly executable formal distributed
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object-oriented specification language (DOSL-II) and system prototype. With this
environment, one can directly observe the behavior of any system that can be
specified in the DOSL-II formal specification language.

Since the DOSL-II

specification is very high-level and easy to work with, one can experiment with
variations of the specification and fine-tune it until the desired behavior is obtained.
These modules can then be reused.
When an DOSL-II formal specification is used for systems development, the
inheritance in DOSL-II can be used to adapt components for reuse. For example,
we can provide a base object class with minimal functionality. When additional or
different functionality is required, a new version is created taking the base class as a
starting point. The methods provided in the based object need not be re-implemented;
they are reused in the new implementation.

6.2 Future Research
This research provides direction for future research. Each part of this integrated
environment could be further improved. For example, to improve the system
prototype, feedback from the user is essential. Improvement of the feedback will
result in better service from the system prototype.
The integrated software environment could be improved by adding a front-end
user interface. This front-end user interface would

support visual/graphical

representation. Visual and graphical representations provide a mechanism to the
designers and the users to understand the intended system and to enhance
communication.
In the future, a clear, complete, concise, correct, and consistent definition of large
distributed systems will be crucial. It is crucial in reducing the cost of software
development, testing, and maintenance. Prototyping can be a powerful approach to
achieve this goal. Better and more effective tools are needed. The advancement in
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graphical prototype tools, specification validation tools, system modeling tools will
help standardize prototype-based software methodologies and make them more
accessible.
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